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SOME EXPLICIT CASES OF THE SELBERG TRACE
FORMULA FOR VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS

JEFFREY STOPPLE

Abstract. The trace formula for SL{2,Z) can be developed for vector-valued

functions which satisfy an automorphic condition involving a group representa-

tion n . This paper makes this version explicit for the class of representations

which can be realized as representations of the finite group PSL(2,Z/q) for

some prime q . The body of the paper is devoted to computing, for the singular

representations n , the determinant of the scattering matrix <&{s,n) on which

the applications depend. The first application is a version of the Roelcke-Selberg

conjecture. This follows from known results once the scattering matrix is given.

The study of representations of SL{2, Z) in finite-dimensional vector spaces

of (scalar-valued) holomorphic forms dates back to Hecke. Similar problems

can be studied for vector spaces of Maass wave forms, with fixed level q and

eigenvalue X . One would like to decompose the natural representation of

SL(2,Z) in this space, and count the multiplicities of its irreducible compo-

nents. The eigenvalue estimate obtained for vector-valued forms is equivalent

to an asymptotic count, as A —► oo , of these multiplicities.

The trace formula for SL(2,Z) can be developed for vector-valued func-

tions which satisfy an automorphic condition involving a group representation

n . In fact, Selberg's original paper stated the trace formula in this generality.

This paper makes this version explicit for the class of representations which

can be realized as representations of the finite group PSL(2,Z/q) for some

prime q . We then present some applications. The body of the paper is devoted

to computing, for the singular representations n , the determinant of the scat-

tering matrix <t>(s , n) on which the applications depend. The Dirichlet series

coefficients of <P(s, n) are matrix coefficient functions for n . To compute the

scattering matrix one must first classify the singular representations and deter-

mine the matrix coefficients. By using the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, we

show that the singular representations are essentially the principal series for the

finite group, i.e., induced from characters on the subgroup of upper triangular

matrices. Matrix coefficients for the principal series are easily computed. The

scattering matrix is then summed by standard number theoretic techniques. The

first application is a version of the Roelcke-Selberg conjecture; i.e., an estimate

on the asymptotics of the eigenvalues for the Laplace operator in the relevant
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Hubert space. This follows from known results once the scattering matrix is

given.

The study of representations of SL(2, Z) is finite-dimensional vector spaces

of (scalar-valued) holomorphic forms dates back to Hecke, who found a con-

nection to class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields. Similar problems can be

studied for vector spaces of Maass save forms, with fixed level q and eigenvalue

X. One would like to decompose the natural representation of ST (2, Z) in this

space, and count the multiplicities of its irreducible components. The eigen-

value estimate obtained for vector-valued forms is equivalent to an asymptotic

count, as k —► oo , of these multiplicities.

Most of this work is contained in the author's Ph.D. dissertation. The author

would like to thank Professors Audrey Terras, Harold Stark and James Hafner

for their support and encouragement.

1. The trace formula

We need some background on the trace formula, as in [9] and [2].

Suppose n is a unitary finite-dimensional representation of Y = SL(2,Z)

by matrices, i.e., a homomorphism n: Y —* U(n). Let L (Y,n) be the Hubert

space of functions F : 77 —► C" satisfying

(i)  F(yz) = 7i(y)F(z), y eY , z E H,     _

(ii)  (F,F) < oo where (F,G) = ¡7 F(z)tG(z)dxdy/y1.

Here 77 is the upper half plane and A? is a fundamental domain for Y. The

volume p of the domain is n/3. Since n is unitary there are orthonormal

vectors fx, ... ,fn  in C"  that diagonalize the matrix n [ ¿ ¡ ] ; so n [ ¿ ¡ ] fi =

exp(27na )/ for some a , 0 < a  < 1 . We can assume that /  are ordered sof\        j/jj j       —   j j j

that the a are increasing. Let cn be the number of times a = 0 occurs, i.e.,

the multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue for n [ ¿ j ] . The representation is singular

if cn > 0, and nonsingular otherwise. cn is called the degree of singularity of

n . It counts the multiplicity of the continuous spectrum. The vector space

spanned by {/,,... ,fc } is denoted J(n), for Jacquet module.

A generic representation will usually be called n. Unfortunately, the same

symbol will denote the numerical constant n .

We can now define a vector-valued Eisenstein series. If 1 < h < c% , let

E(z,s,n,fh)=    ¿2   (n(y-X)fih)Im(yz)s,

yer^xr

for z in 77, Re(s) > 1 . Here r^ is the group generated by [ ¿ } ] , the

stabilizer of oo . Let M be the unitary matrix whose columns are the vectors

fx, ... ,f . Then the complex conjugate of the entry in row i, column j of

M*n(y)M is just  (f¡,n(y)fi) = fi¡ñ(y)fj .   We can define a Dirichlet series
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based on these matrix coefficient functions. For i < h ,p < cn, Re(s) > 1, let

h,p\ Y(s)
i-erooXryroo

>=[:bdW°

P'^ls-

1-5
These functions are actually the coefficients of the y ~ terms in the Fourier

expansions of the Eisenstein series. The cn by cn matrix {cph (s)} is called

the scattering matrix <P(s, n), and its determinant is called the scattering deter-

minant.

2. Congruence representations

For applications, we would like to compute the scattering matrix when it

exists (cn > 0 in the previous notation). The most general representations n

for which we can do this have the property that the kernel of n as a group

homomorphism contains a congruence subgroup Y(q). Then n defines a rep-

resentation of the finite factor group Y/Yiq) = PSL(2,Z/q). Representations

of T of this type will be called congruence representations. For convenience we

will also assume the level q is prime. The more general case of square free

level is treated in [11].

We can think of the scattering matrix <P(s, n) as a matrix of Dirichlet series,

or as a Dirichlet series with matrix coefficients

S(s-i)
<$(s,n) = y/n- m £

j-er^r/r«,

j_
Aäa

where A* is the matrix with entries (fih,niy)f) for 1 < h,p < cn and the

matrix M = [fx\f2\ ■ ■ ■ \fin] is a unitary matrix that diagonalizes 7i[¿ ¡ ] . Thus

M n M =
0

0
7J>

and D is an n - cK by n-cn diagonal matrix, with no eigenvalues of 1. The

complex conjugate of An is just the singular matrix of M*niy)M. By this we

mean

M*n(y)M =

Two representations are said to be equivalent if they differ by a conjugation.

Thus M*7iM is equivalent to n as M is unitary. Since the matrix M is not

unique, <P(s,7z) is not well defined.

Lemma 1. 0(s,;t) is well defined up to conjugation by a matrix oficonstants,

and depends only on the equivalence class ofi n .

Proof. By its definition in terms of the coefficients of the equivalent representa-

tion M*nM, it is clear that <S>is,n) will depend only on the equivalence class
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of 71. Suppose 7i.  and n2 are both equivalent to n, with

7     0
0   Di j

and
7     0
0   D2 J

Then n.  and n7 are equivalent to each other so there exists a matrix

N Nxx    N
N2X    N.

12

22 J

with nx(y)N = Nn2(y) for all y. Take y = [¿j] to see that NX2 = NX2D2 and

DXN2X - N2X . I - D2 and Dx - I are invertible since neith

eigenvalue 1 by definition, so N]2 = 0 and 7V21 = 0. Thus

7 are invertible since neither 7), nor D2 has

if ti Ay)
A..

*
then n2(y) = N    nx(y)N k:^u

<ï>(s,N  X7ixN) = NxX(î>(s,n,)Nx D

and so it follows that

<S>(s,n2)

To study the scattering matrix we need to first determine the singular repre-

sentations and compute the matrix coefficients. The rest of this section contains

the solution of this algebraic problem. Many details are omitted, as they are

easily filled in and are similar to computations found in [6]. The full calcula-

tions are found in [11]. Lemma 1 is crucial because it means we can compute

matrix coefficients in any convenient realization of n so long as we choose, as

basis for the space n acts in, eigenvectors of 7i[¿ j] . We will use this fact

repeatedly, without explicit reference to the lemma.

2.1.  Singular representations. Fix a prime q  and let  G = SL(2,Z/q).  Two

subgroups of G will play an important role.

■'    fi'
a

B = lgEG\g
0

U={gEG\g

for a E Z/q*, ß E Z/q \ ,

for ß EZ/q\.
1    ß

0    1

A representation n of G is singular if and only if the trivial representation is

contained in the restriction of 7i to U . This important fact allows us to use the

machinery of induction and restriction of representations. For example, every

Dirichlet character x m°d Q defines a representation of B by

ß
0

*(<*)•

We will use the same symbol x m b°tn senses. Each such representation deter-

mines an induced representation of G, denoted % ■ These representations are

sometimes called the principal series of G in analogy to the Lie groups case.

The action of x is by right translation in the function space

{/: G - C\fi(bg) = x(b)fi(g) for g E C,b E B }.
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Lemma 2. Let x be any Dirichlet character mod q, and % the induced repre-

sentation. Then % is singular and c- is equal to 2.

Proof. We want to compute the restriction to U of a representation induced

from B . The Induction Restriction Theorem (see [10]) gives the result.

Lemma 3. Let n be any irreducible representation of G.  Then n is singular

(cn > 0) if and only if there is a character x sucb- that n is a subrepresentation

ofiX-

Proof. This is an application of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem (see [10]).

Recall we defined J(n) as the space of vectors fixed by tt[¿ j ] . In the case

when 71 is a subrepresentation of % it is easy to see that J(n) is contained in

J(x) and so cn < 2 by Lemma 1.

Lemma 4. Again let x be any character. Then % is irreducible if and only if x

is not a real-valued character. If x is real then % decomposes as a direct sum

of two inequivalent irreducible representations.

Proof. We apply Mackey's irreducibility criterion, which is just a combination

of Induction-restriction and Frobenius reciprocity.

The lemmas can be summarized as follows. There are two real characters

X of Z/q* for q odd. One of them is the trivial character 1 . By Frobenius

reciprocity the trivial representation of G is contained in 1 . All principal series

representations of G have dimension [G : B] = q + 1, so that other irreducible

component of Î , call it 8 , is ¿/-dimensional. For the quadratic character xx we

will later see that both of the two irreducible components of %x are (<7 + Y)/2-

dimensional. It is easily verified that for any representations n and 6 of G,

J(n@6) = J(n)®J(d) and so cn@e = cn + ce . Each of the four representations

mentioned above is singular by Lemma 3. On the other hand, none can have

degree of singularity greater than 1 , since the degree of singularity of the sum of

the two components (i.e., the induced representation) is 2 by Lemma 2. Thus

each of these four representations has degree of singularity equal 1 . There are

(q - 3) characters x of Z/q* which are not real valued. It can be shown that

for these % is equivalent to (%~ ), but this fact will not be needed. Each of

these representations is irreducible, by Lemma 4, and has degree of singularity

equal 2 by Lemma 2. By Lemma 3, the remaining irreducible representations

of G (there are (q + 3)/2 of them) are all nonsingular. The case of the prime

2 can be handled similarly. Of course, the only Dirichlet character mod 2

is the trivial character.

A representation n of SL(2,Z/q) is said to be even if it projects to a

representation of PSL(2,Z/q) i.e., 7r[~¿' _°, ] is the identity. The singular

even representations can be classified by considering representations induced

from characters x on the subgroup B . These are realized in a vector space of

functions on the group with the action by right translation. Thus the induced

representation % is even if and only if, for all functions / in the space and all
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g in the group,

f(g) = f g fi
1      0

0 1 g )=x(-

-i  o
.0-1. IS

l)f(g).

1   times the

-1     0

0     -1

Thus x  is even if the character x is even, and %

identity map if the character x is odd.

2.2 Matrix coefficients. We must now compute matrix coefficients for each sin-

gular representation n of prime level q . The coefficients correspond to basis

elements for J(n). This gives, in the notation of section one, the matrix An

for each element g in the group. Matrix coefficients for this group have been

calculated before, in [4] for example. We need coefficients with respect to a

specific basis, so it is easiest to start from scratch.

Consider first the case of % > where x is not real. The action of % is by right

translation in the function space

{/: G - C\fi(bg) = xib)f(g) for g EG,bEB}.

Since x(u) = 1 for « in U, these functions can be thought of as functions

on the cosets U\G. A different realization of % will be helpful. Let F be a

two-dimensional vector space over Z/q with the origin deleted. Then G acts

transitively on F by

ß(x,y) (ax + yy ,ßx + ôy).

The subgroup U is the stabilizer of the point (0,1), so F is equivalent to

U\G as G spaces. The induced representation % is equivalent to the action

of G in the vector space

{/: F - C\f(Xx,Xy) = xWf{x,y) for X e (Z/q)* }

by x['ys]f(x>y) = f(aX + yy>ßx + 0'y). A function / is determined by its

values on the points (1 ,x) for x E Z/q and (0,1). For convenience call the

values of the function f(x) and /(oo) respectively. In this notation the action

of x is as follows:

(2.1)     *(£)/(*) = x(y.x +a)/(fgf)      ifx^l

X(g)f(=f)=x(f)f(c  'oo

x(g)A°°) = x(v)f (*)

(2.2) X(g)f(x)

Xig)fi(oo)

XV*>/H^)
for g

for g

y

a

0

y ?é 0 mod q .

ß

X(a    )/(oo)

Introduce an inner product on the vector space by defining

(A.h) = L A ̂)~W) + A M7ÏM-
xez/a
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Considering these functions as vectors in Cq+ , this is the usual inner product.

Let

A(x) = -j=,    /,(oo) = 0,

and

/2(x) = 0,    /2(oo) = l.

Then X[x0 \]fix = fix and x[x0 \}fi2 = A °y (2-2) above- Thus (A 'A} is an
orthonormal basis for J(x) ■ We must compute four matrix coefficients in each

of two cases.

(i) If g = [a/s] and y ¿ Omod«? , then

X(yx + a)      r. , -a

and

X(g)fix(x) =

*(*)/, (f)=o,
x(y)

for x /

x(g)A(°°)
sß

X(g)f2(x) = 0     forx^
—a

««Mt)-*(t
^)/2M = 0

by applying (2.1) above. Thus

(fx,x(g)A)= £

/(-!)/(}'),

¿(yx + a)

a
= 0,

ifi2,x(g)fix) =

(fi,x(g)fi2) =

</2,xùr)/2) = o.

*(-l)*()0

These computations give the matrix Ax in the notation of §1:

o   m
sft

xm   0

(ii)If g -['ó/,] then

*(*)/,(*) =
/(«)

v^  '

*(*)/,(«>) = 0,

/(c?)/W = 0,

x{g)M°°) = x{<*~1) = x(<*)
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by applying (2.2) above. Thus

(fix,X{g)fix)

ifi2,X(g)fix)

ifix,x(g)fi2)

(f2,X(g)fi2)

So for this g we get that Ax is

0       x(<*).  '

Next consider the trivial character. The induced representation Î decom-

poses into two inequivalent components. One of them must be the trivial rep-

resentation by Frobenius reciprocity. The matrix coefficients for the trivial

representation are easy to compute: they are always equal to one. By Lemma 4

above, the other, ¿/-dimensional component of Î is irreducible. Denote by 8

the representation obtained. The action of 8 is computed as in the monomial

case, by (2.1) and (2.2) above. The details are omitted. The matrix coefficients

are listed in Table 1 below.

In the case of the quadratic character xx the induced representation is again

reducible, but the decomposition into irreducibles is somewhat complicated. It

is necessary to introduce the Fourier transform on Z/q and consider functions

/ such that / vanishes on the squares in Z/q . The restriction of xx to this

space is denoted n+ , and the other component is denoted n . The details are

outlined in [13] and the full computation is in [11]. The matrix coefficients for

n+ and n~ are in Table 1.

3. Summing the scattering matrix

We will compute the scattering matrix <&(s,n) in the case when n = x is

monomial. The other cases are similar. We first compute the sum of the matrix

valued Dirichlet series:

(3.1) y   a\\.
serooXr/r«,      |C|

We will choose the usual double coset representatives.

Lemma. For c > 0,  0 < d < c, with  (c,d) = 1, fix a matrix g[c,d]  in

SL(2,Z) with g[c,d]= [acbd\ for some integers a and b. Then

c>0  0<d<c
((/.£■)=]

Proof. Straightforward calculation.

£ 42i = 3f(«),
xeZ/q

= 0,

= 0,

= *(<*)•
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For notational convenience, define A[c,d] = An. rf,.  We see that (3.1) is

equal to

(3.2) E E ^,d]±-s.
c>0   0<d<c C

(d,c)=\

Lemma. If (c ,q)> 1, then

E ¿['.<fl= E
0<(7<c-
(</,c)=l

0<í7<c
(</,C)=l

0     x(d)

-1
Proof. Here we are using the fact that d = a    mod q in replacing a by d and

# by x . Note that / is not trivial mod c as it is not trivial mod q .     D

The lemma says that (3.2) above reduces to

(3.3) ]T   cP(c)—sA[c,d],
c>0

(<■,?)= 1

where 0(c) is Euler's function. Since (c, q) = 1, each of the matrices is anti-

diagonal.

We can now consider (3.3) above as an anti-diagonal matrix whose entries

are Dirichlet series, i.e., (3.3) is equal to

1
(3.4)

where, for h — 1,2

(3.5) ph(s) = ycP(c

0 PAs)

yfq [p2(s)       0

¥h{c)
r.2S

wx X, W2 = X-

The sum is taken over all c > 0 since iph is modq and the extra terms con-

tribute nothing. We next compute a typical entry ph(s). For notational conve-

nience we will suppress the subscript h .

Lemma. For if/ as above,

Win)
2>(").2s
7!>0

rj   1 - V(P)P-^ L(2s-l,w)
L(2s,\p)

Proof. This is a standard calculation with Dirichlet series.

The scattering matrix <p(s,n) is y/nY(s-j)/Y(s) times the series considered

above. Thus we have an anti-diagonal matrix

[3.6) *(*,*)
0ynY(s-\)

yfq    Y(s)     [p2(s)

PÁs)
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by combining (3.4), (3.5) with the subscript re-introduced. Use the functional

equation for L(s ,x) to replace the term Y(s - \)L(2s - 1 ,x) in each entry of

(3.6) by

iq/n)X/2iq/n)X-2sYil-s)Li2-2s,x).

We summarize what we proved in this section.

Theorem 1. Let x & Dirichlet character modq, x i1 X ■ and X the representa-

tion of PS L(2,Z/q) constructed above. Then

*<*•*> = (£)
\-2s Y(l

Y(s)

n L{2-2s),x)

L(2-2s,x) a
L(2s,x) U

7/ 1,  8,  n+ , and n    are the other singular representations of PSL(2,Z/q)

constructed above, similar methods show

<P(s, 1) = 7i s~ - (also computed in [2]),
t \S)        ^(¿s)

4. Connections with mass wave forms

Let A be the non-Euclidean Laplace operator y"if^ + fp_) ■

For a fixed representation p of Y let

N(T,p) = #{eigenvalues X = i\ + r2) of A in L2(Y,p)\0< r < 77}.

It is shown in [2, p. 315] for more general groups than just Y = SL(2, Z) that

(4.1) N(t,p)-^fjLß + ir)dr~diirip±T2

as T —► oo . The function 0'/0 is the logarithmic derivative of the determinant

of <P(5, p). The constant p denotes the measure of the fundamental domain,

as in §1.

Corollary 1. Let n be a congruence representation of prime level q.   Then as

T —► oo for N(T,n) as above

N(T,n)~(dimn)^-T2.
An

Proof. If there is no continuous spectrum (i.e., cn = 0 ) then the result follows

from (4.1).  In general we need to compute the determinant of the scattering

matrix <t>(s,n)  and show the contribution of the integral of the logarithmic

derivative is negligible.  By Theorem 7.1, p. 131 of [7] we now j-(l + 2ir,x)

is  0(log<7(|2r| + 2))  and  £({ + ir)  is  0(log|r|)  by Stirling's formula.   The
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terms (q/n)~s and 1 - q~s have logarithmic derivatives which, evaluated at

s = ( 1 /2) + ir, are 0(1). Integrating from —T to T, the continuous spectrum

contributes 0( T log T) to the Weyl estimate, and the corollary is proved,     o

Corollary 1 has another interpretation. Suppose / is a Maass wave form of

level q, i.e., / E L (Y(q), 1) and Af + Xf = 0 for some X in the notation of

§1. If t is any element of Y then f(rz) satisfies the same properties that /

does. Thus f(xz) is also a wave form of level q , for the same eigenvalue. For

a fixed level and eigenvalue, we have a representation of Y in this finite dimen-

sional vector space, by f(z) —» fi(rz). Clearly Y(q) is contained in the kernel

of this representation. This gives a representation of the factor group Y/Y(q),

which is isomorphic to PSL(2,Z/q). Such representations are completely re-

ducible. The space of wave forms for level q and fixed eigenvalue can thus

be decomposed into a direct sum of spaces, with the action of PSL(2,Z/q)

irreducible in each. For a fixed irreducible representation n of PSL(2,Z/q)

we would like to know the multiplicity of n in this decomposition; i.e., for how

many of the spaces is the action equivalent to n ?

The corresponding question for holomorphic forms of weight k was studied

by Hecke, and answered explicitly for the case k = 2 in [1, p. 731]. He

also showed that for a prime level p = 3 mod 4, the difference between the

multiplicities for two specific representations was equal to the class number of

the imaginary quadratic field Q(yf^p).

The study of this problem for Maass wave forms was motivated by a paper

of Randol [8] in which he noted that in the case of a prime level q , nontrivial

representations must occur for infinitely many eigenvalues X. Thus there are

infinitely many eigenvalues for A in L (Y(q), 1) which are not simple. It is

conjectured that all eigenvalues for A in L (Y, 1) are simple.

Fix an irreducible it of PSL(2,Z/q). Let m(n,X) be the multiplicity of

n in the space of wave forms for level q and eigenvalue X. Huber has proved

a lemma in [3] which says that m(n,X) is equal to the multiplicity of X as an

eigenvalue in L (Y,n).

Huber was actually interested in groups with a compact fundamental domain,

and used the lemma and the Weyl estimate (4.1 ) for such groups to get a result

like Corollary 2 below. Since groups with compact fundamental domain have

no continuous spectrum, he did not have to compute a scattering matrix, and

so the Weyl estimate is simple. The proof of Huber's lemma is purely algebraic,

depending only on the fact that the representation is irreducible; thus is carries

over to this case as well.

Corollary 2.  We have shown that

y     m(n ,X) ~ dim Kj-T~,     as T —► oo .

X=(l/4)+r2
0<r<7-

For an example of one of these representation spaces, take the case of a

prime level q = 1 mod 4. Suppose  F is a space of wave forms in which the
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action of T is equivalent to n+ in the notation of §2. Let xx be the quadratic

character modi?. Then xx defines a representation of Y0(q) in the usual

way, by ;fi["¿] = Xx{d) ■ The Frobenius reciprocity theorem says that the

multiplicity of xx in the restriction of 7t+ to YQ(q) is equal to the multiplicity

of n+ in the induced representation of xx from YQ(q). This multiplicity is

equal to one by the lemmas in §2. Thus there is a unique one-dimensional space

of wave forms / in V such that

/
az + b

cz + d
XÁd)fi(z).

The same argument works in the case of a space of wave forms with the action

equivalent to n~ . The wave forms constructed by Maass are of this type, with

a Mellin transform as a Hecke L-function attached to a grossencharacter for

Q(y/q). The eigenvalue depends on the grossencharacter. By the above argu-

ment, these wave forms must be contained in representation spaces equivalent

to 7T+ or 7i~ . There are connections between the multiplicities m(n , 1/4)

and class numbers for the real quadratic fields Q(y/q). A theorem analogous to

Hecke's in the imaginary quadratic case (mentioned above) is proved in [12].

representation   dimension

Table 1

degree of

singularity

1

6

1

Q

2
<7+l

1

case (i)

0

x(y)

case (ii)

v^

y S i

x{y)
v^

0

]

x(<*)
0

0

X(a)

1

1

Q

xx(y)
y/q

^Xxiy)

1

1

Xx(a)

Xx(a)

The first three columns list the singular representations of SL(2, Z/q) for prime

q, their dimension, and degree of singularity. The last two columns show the

relevant matrix coefficients An for each of two cases.
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